The problem considered here was treated in Ref. [ 
INTRODUCTION
In overhead line designe, a maximum working values of conductor tensions in sections are defined on critical temperature (-20 or -C° 5 with ice loading). On the base of previously defined values, sags in different (all) spans of a section, ground clearance, clearance to obstacles and some other velues are calculated. It is usually assumed that the support is ideally immobile, i. e. that pole reinforced body is ideally stiff. The problem is said to be idealized and simplificed.
C°D oes the actual distribution of horisontal projections of conductor tensions in neghbouring sections of tension angle / flying angle support differ from that of assumed by designer, if pole body is not treated as stiff, but elastic (flexible)?
It is evident that the support is moved into the direction of resultant vector to the point where the equilibrium is approached. It is a new steady state which takes into account the vector of pole reaction. In that state, according to [2] , the sum of horisontal projections of vectors applied to support must be equal to zero. This paper is trying to give an answer to those questions.
On the basis of type testing in »Institute for Materials Exploring« it is pointed out in Reference [1] that a pole body can not be treated as absolutely stiff, but a coefficient of pole stiffness would be defined, if a greater accuracy were desirable.
Results of calculation, which are taking into account foregoing condition given in preceding paragraph, will be presented later, (in section 5), using convenient numerical example of an overhead line with reinforced concrete poles. Because of that, abstract of results of the type testing of reinforced pole 12m/1000daN with round cross (transversal) section is shown in Table 1 
In numerical example in Sec. 5 the definition of given by expression (1) is used.
C

ASSUMPTION AND SIMPLIFICATIONS
A tension angle support with preceding and succeeding span are considered. The following assumptions and simplifications are introduced to emphasize the essence of problem.
• spans are horisontal, • a line angle is given, • an overhaed line with steel reinforced aluminum 
DERIVATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A pole placed in the centre of the reference sistem with two perpendicular axes, X and Y , is sketched in Fig. 1 σ and α , respectively. As in Ref. [2] , all forces that act on a pole body which is considered, are reduced on equivalent values that act on the top of the pole. 
In preceding equations is the cross sectional area of cutenary conductor and is the coefficient of reduction, which has been determined by the relation, (see Ref. 
ω Using the expression which relates the difference of catenary length to corresponding difference of conductor tension in spans and , yields:
and in terms of their corresponding span lengths , a , and and substituting into above equations transforms the equations (4) and (5) In equations (6) and (7) 
Now, equations (2), (3), (6) , i (7) can be considered as a sistem of equations: Substituting the expressions (8) and (9) into the wellknown relation for sags, those can olso be calculated.
System of equations (10) cannot be analytically solved. Hence, some of iterativ numerical method of solving a system mast be used in order to give approximate values for
. In numerical example of calculation, the MATHCAD software is used to solve the system of equation. Drawing the results of calculation has also been performed by the same software.
3 A shifting-angle ω is defined as angle beetween vector z r Λ and X -axis.
In order to solve the system of equations (10) Results of calculating from Tab. 2 are shown in Fig. 1 
